April 25, 2022

Vanessa A. Countryman
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F St NE
Washington, DC 20549

Re: Private Fund Advisers; Documentation of Registered Investment Adviser Compliance Reviews (File No: S7-03-22)

Secretary Countryman,

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the Securities and Exchange Commission’s ("the Commission") proposed rules on behalf of the Center for Popular Democracy and our national network of community organizing groups.

The proposed rules will ensure investors have the necessary details on the fees, expenses, returns, and compliance records of private funds in which they are invested in or in which they are considering investing. The fact that this basic information is not disclosed to investors is a clear market failure. The fact that this information is at the same time available to “advisers” selling funds is an outrage.

These disclosures will provide a significant step towards giving investors the insight they need into private funds when considering investment decisions, and will bring a measure of transparency and honesty to the deceptive and extractive field of private equity, private funds and alternative investments.

Clear need for regulation, rulemaking and oversight of private funds and fund advisers

Right now even sophisticated investors in private equity can’t always get complete and accurate information on:

- Any fees they are being charged and how they are being charged
- Returns on investments
- Whether fund advisers have engaged in misconduct or misrepresentation
• Whether other investors are receiving preferential treatment of any type.

We support the Commission addressing the imbalance of power that favors fund advisers by requiring quarterly disclosure to investors of:

• An accurate and complete table detailing all fees and expenses charged
• A standardized, reliable set of returns for investors to evaluate, alongside a more detailed disclosure of all assumptions used to calculate returns
• Full disclosure on special arrangements the fund may have with certain investors, often referred to as “side letters.”

In addition, we support this proposal because it would also prohibit certain hidden conflicts and fees that unduly enrich fund advisers at the expense of investors and it would require annual independent audits to address the systemic compliance deficiencies and ensure investments are valued properly.

We strongly support these proposals to provide investors in private funds with the information necessary to determine if the fees, returns, and investment terms are suitable for them and ensure advisers are held accountable to their clients.

Among those clients are public pension funds responsible for the retirement savings of workers and retirees, along with other important public serving institutions, including universities and foundations. These proposals will allow these institutions to properly steward the savings of millions of Americans.

The absence of clear standards for basic information, and of protections against dangerous conflicts of interest, puts both these investors and the integrity of capital markets at serious risk, channeling trillions of dollars of investment in ways that are untethered from the true costs and risks of the underlying securities.

The lack of transparency which further erodes accountability has enabled a transfer of wealth from workers and retirees to Wall Street executives. This dynamic has been described by a leading academic expert as one of the “largest [wealth transfers] in the history of modern finance” from several hundred million retirees to the private equity industry.¹

Further, this lack of transparency and conflicts of interest create misaligned incentives that increase the likelihood of extractive management practices by private equity that benefit executives and at the expense of other stakeholders, including in various ways investors, workers, and consumers/patients.

**Destructive impact of unbridled financialization and extreme inequality**

The Center for Popular Democracy is particularly interested in supporting these proposed rules for several reasons.

First, our affiliates and their members have too often suffered from austerity and budget cuts in essential government services over the last decade, as wealth and power has continued to shift from working and low-income people to Wall Street fund managers and the very rich.

Governments in all fifty states and in the commonwealth of Puerto Rico have frequently justified the need for austerity budget cuts in order to shift public resources towards full funding of public pensions, which have been subjected to secretive fees and charges by private fund advisers\(^2\) and have often suffered low\(^3\) or negative\(^4\) returns from private equity and hedge fund investments.

Rules that result in more transparent and accurate compilation of fees and charges will allow pension managers to steer clear of high-cost/low-return funds, leaving more money for retirees and more money for funding of essential government services.

Second, some of our affiliate members include government workers, elected officials and other working people with pension benefits or other retirement funds that may be invested in private funds utilizing fund advisers. These people have suffered directly from extractive fees and secrecy around fees, charges and rates of return. Rules that allow fund managers to responsibly manage their retirement funds ultimately mean greater transparency for beneficiaries and increase their ability to hold state and local officials accountable..

Third, the Center for Popular Democracy works to transform our current extractive and exploitative system of racial capitalism towards true economic, social and racial justice. Our members have suffered from Wall Street looting and private equity extraction in the form of

- Rent gouging\(^5\) and depressed homeownership\(^6\)

---


• Exorbitantly high costs for healthcare
• Exploitation of prisoners for communications and other services
• Racist immigration enforcement and incarceration practices in which private-equity-owned companies are directly implicated
• Rampant low-wage labor and wage theft enforced by financialization practices in the retail, hospitality, warehousing and food service sectors.

Working to support transparency, honesty and fair dealing in the financial sector – and pointing out the secrecy, lies and extraction that currently mark the sector as a whole and fund advisers as a part – is an essential component of building support for a fairer, more just economy with broader prosperity in which all of us can thrive.

Current rules unfairly benefit private fund advisers at the expense of investors

The proposed rule is particularly crucial as the size of private funds have grown exponentially. In the last decade, these funds have grown by 383%, from $3 trillion in 2007 to around $11.5 trillion at the end of 2021. Government rules and regulations have not kept pace with this growth. Outdated rules mean that investors frequently have very little insight into current, past or potential private fund investments.

A significant reason for the growth in private funds has been investments from pension funds, non-profit foundations, endowments, and insurance companies driven to seek

9 Id.
higher returns than those in the public markets in the context of record-low interest rates.\textsuperscript{15}

These investors have increasingly turned to investing in private funds managed by hedge funds or private equity firms to try and meet return targets, but have faced a lack of transparency and basic accountability that seriously interfere with the ability to accurately determine risks and returns, and appropriately make critical allocation decisions.\textsuperscript{16}

Public pension funds, for example, have now allocated about 9\% of their portfolios to private equity investments, totaling $480 billion in 2021, compared to $300 billion in 2018.\textsuperscript{17}

The SEC’s proposal to require detailed accounting of fees will benefit fund investors and the public

We support the Commission’s proposal requiring private fund managers to provide detailed quarterly reporting on Form ADV detailing all compensation, fees, and expenses paid to the adviser.

Fund advisers are not currently providing this basic level of information and have largely ignored requests from many investors to do so.\textsuperscript{18} Requiring reporting through a federal rule will help ensure that investors know the fees and expenses they are being charged and determine whether they are appropriate.

There’s no question that many private fund investors do not have the information they need to assess, account for and analyze additional fees being charged on top of the industry standard 2\% management fee and 20\% performance fee.\textsuperscript{19}

For example, the Commission fined private equity firm Lightyear Capital in 2018 for charging its investors legal, compliance, and consulting expenses without disclosing that funds primarily owned by its own employees in the same investments would not be charged the same expenses.


Additionally, because they did not have adequate information about the private funds’ expenses, the investors were deprived of the management fee rebates for which they were eligible. “The Limited Partners of the Flagship Funds had no way of knowing that the Flagship Funds did not receive the management fee offset,” the Commission stated in its cease-and-desist order.20

The failure of prior administrations to require basic transparency has even enabled some private fund advisers to pass the costs of private jet flights21 and personal expenses22 onto fund investors. 23 As noted above, governments currently paying such outrageous expenses could and should be investing in education, higher education, housing, healthcare and climate justice instead.

**Protect investors by prohibiting private funds from charging investors or portfolio companies fees related to wrongdoing or for services not provided**

In conjunction with the Commission’s proposal to specifically list the various fees and expenses investors are being charged on their Form ADV, we strongly support the Commission’s new proposed rules to explicitly prohibit the following fees and expenses from being passed on to investors:

- Accelerated monitoring fees
- Costs related to governmental or regulatory investigations
- Compliance expenses
- Costs related to obtaining external financing

These fees and expenses are not related to services provided to investors but are “compensation schemes that are contrary to the public interest and the protection of investors” (as accurately characterized by the Commission) and should therefore be covered by the fund, not the investors.

It’s remarkable that it requires federal rulemaking to stop advisors and funds from charging fees for services not provided or not related to services provided, but we’re glad the Commission is taking this long overdue step now.

**Require standardized, accurate metrics and data on returns and disclosure of assumptions for calculating returns to ensure that investors can calculate actual returns on investment**
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https://www.ft.com/content/1212b266-8760-4766-a03e-9e7db203b5d2

22 Indap, Sujeet and Vandevelde, Mark. Financial Times. Apollo rebuked in trial over bogus expenses. 

We support the Commission’s proposal to require private equity funds that would be considered “illiquid funds” to include the assumptions and calculations that go into return figures, which the industry currently provides using the so-called Internal Rate of Return (IRR).

Given the historical unreliability of IRR, we also strongly support the proposal to require that advisers provide investors with return figures that show how many multiples of capital have actually been returned to investors.

Investors in what the Commission defines as “illiquid funds” currently have very little insight into how returns from fund investments are calculated, which in turn means they have little information about the accuracy of the return figures provided by advisors, or about what better, more accurate or comparably presented returns actually are.

Since these private investments have no publicly available market price, investors have no independent way to verify that returns are being calculated accurately. Investors pay performance fees based on returns, and consider making investments based on prior performance figures; this information is crucially important.

One return metric very frequently used by PE firms, the Internal Rate of Return (IRR), has been found repeatedly to be an unreliable measure of performance, especially given that borrowed money can be used to further inflate the IRR.24 25

Plainly put, IRR metrics just aren’t a real measure of actual returns. Investors need the truth.

IRR calculations are heavily distorted by a fund’s early returns, as evidenced by how consistent IRR tends to stay over most of the life of a fund.26 A look into Yale University’s endowment investments into a KKR fund for example shows a since-inception IRR of around 26% in every SEC filing since 2006 while the same goes for its investments in Apollo’s private equity funds where the since-inception IRR stayed around 39%.27

Assuming those figures were accurate total returns, $100 million invested in one Apollo fund in 1990 and growing annually at that rate would be worth over $2.3 trillion today, a mathematical absurdity given that the entire private fund industry itself is estimated to manage around $11.5 trillion.
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Workers and retirees are harmed when inflated return calculations aren’t actually real.

A 2013 investigation into six private equity funds by the Florida State Board of Administration found that funds it had invested in collectively gained $351.5 million from 1988 to 2011. However, if those same funds had instead been invested in the Russell 3000 index of small cap stocks, those investments would have yielded $1.38 billion.

Florida retirees were deprived of $1 billion in returns as a result of this investment choice.28

Large-scale investors forced to rely on inaccurate return figures clearly distort the capital markets. Pension managers are currently making big investments without getting clear, accurate and complete information on both returns and fees – the SEC is right to take strong action in this area.

We therefore strongly support the Commission’s proposal to require private fund advisers to disclose on their Form ADV the criteria and assumptions used to determine their performance calculations, and to require additional performance figures based on multiples of capital committed to show how much cash has actually been distributed back to investors.29 Such additions would greatly help investors compare the returns of funds to each other, and to lower-fee alternatives in the public market.

**Require mandatory annual audits of every private fund**

We also support the SEC proposal to require that every private fund be audited annually by an independent public accounting firm registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB).

Such independent audits provide an additional level of scrutiny on self-interested estimated valuations on illiquid investments with few public price points, and are consistent with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).

Given the Commission’s findings that 10% of private funds are still not being audited, mandatory audits should be required for all private funds so that investors are provided with necessary safeguards against inflated fund valuations and other compliance breaches.

**Collect and share appropriately aggregated and anonymized information about fees and returns with researchers, policy makers, and the public**
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While the additional detail surrounding fees, expenses, and returns provided to private fund investors will be useful for investors in private funds, we also urge the Commission to share information in appropriately aggregated and anonymized formats with researchers, policy makers, and the public.

These public disclosures would add another layer of accountability for all actors in the system and would also provide private fund investors with additional insights into what they are being charged relative to others’ and into the performance of PE investments.

**Disclose all “side letters” to all other investors and ban side letters that put any investors at a material disadvantage**

We support the Commission’s proposal to require that all special arrangements or terms offered to a certain set of fund investors, often referred to as “side letters,” be disclosed to all other investors in the fund to ensure there are no violations of fiduciary duties to other investors.³⁰

Investors must be able to see any side agreements that funds have executed with other investors, to ensure that each investor is not being unduly harmed by secret agreements. Currently, private fund advisers can actively discriminate between different classes of investors with such secret letters.

The side letters with the greatest potential to harm other fund investors are those that include the ability to redeem their holdings first, which leaves remaining investors invested in a materially different portfolio that may be far riskier and/or less liquid.³¹

We therefore support the Commission’s proposal to prohibit preferential terms regarding redemption.

**Prohibit preferential information sharing in private markets that would be illegal in public markets**

We support the Commission’s proposal to prohibit the selective disclosure of information to chosen investors.

In the public markets, under Regulation FD, it is illegal for a public company to disclose information to a certain set of investors, but not others.³² Yet, private funds have been engaging in the practice of providing only certain investors (often large funds who
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actively invest with the manager or initial seed investors) with additional material details into portfolio investments.

Such selective disclosures to certain investors may also be a violation of the private funds fiduciary duty to its other investors who may be negatively harmed as a result.

The Commission should ban any side arrangements that allow the selective sharing of material, non-public information – period.

**Additional reporting requirements are not an unfair burden on smaller funds**

All the information the Commission is proposing to require be provided to investors is already available to the funds themselves – it is simply not being disclosed. Any properly operated private fund is already tracking all this information in the ordinary course of daily business. The Commission is simply proposing to mandate that this information be made available to investors.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments – we and our staff are available at your discretion for consultation or to provide more information regarding these comments.

DaMareo Cooper & Analilia Mejia
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**About the CPD Action**

The CPD Action works to create equity, opportunity and a dynamic democracy in partnership with high-impact base-building organizations, organizing alliances, and progressive unions. CPD strengthens our collective capacity to envision and win an innovative pro-worker, pro-immigrant, racial and economic justice agenda. CPD builds the power of communities to ensure the country embodies our vision of an inclusive, equitable society -- where people of color, immigrants, working families, women, and LGBTQ communities thrive together, supported by a resilient economy and political institutions that reflect our priorities.

We work with a remarkably strong cohort of [58 affiliates and partners](#) in 131 cities across 34 states, Puerto Rico, and Washington, DC.